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On the Essence of Shen Congwen’s Liberalism Thoughts 
 IV
Abstract 
Based on extensive reading of Shen Congwen’s literary works and researchers’ 
academic articles and books on him as well as relevant theories of liberalism thoughts, 
this paper attempts to interpret the thoughts of Shen Congwen from a relatively new 
viewpoint of liberalism thoughts, understand the contradictory consistency between 
his literary thoughts and political thoughts, and present the overall picture of his 
thoughts and the rationality behind the thoughts. The research can provide useful 
spiritual resources for the diversified cultural construction and literary research in 
contemporary China and help understand the personal development and fate of 
liberalism intellectuals like Shen Congwen. 
The paper begins with a literature review of the history and status quo of 
research on Shen Congwen’s liberalism thoughts, followed by a brief introduction of 
the value and significance of the research topic. After an examination of the origins of 
Shen Congwen’s liberalism thoughts, the paper proper explores the direct budding, 
indirect attribution and cultural origins of his liberalism thoughts from three aspects: 
the natural environment of his growth, modern liberalism literary men he has met and 
the intrinsic influence of Hunan and Hubei culture. Then the paper proceeds to 
explore the essence and specific connotations of his liberalism thoughts from the three 
aspects of his political liberalism thoughts, literary liberalism ideas and clique 
ownership. In political aspect, the paper appreciates his thoughts of advocating 
evolution and liberty and his attempt to transcend political parties despite the 
limitations and narrowness of his political thoughts. In literary aspect, the paper 
appreciates his focus of depicting humanity and his literary thoughts of pursuing 
freedom in literary writing albeit the limitations of his literary thoughts. In clique 
aspect, the paper points out his liberalism thoughts belongs to modern cultural 
liberalism. On the basis of the evaluation of the origins of Shen Congwen’s liberalism 
thoughts, the paper further comments on the basic characteristics of his liberalism 
thoughts, with an emphasis on the great affect of his liberalism thoughts on Shen 
Congwen himself after the year 1949. Finally, by putting Shen Congwen’s liberalism 
thoughts under the big framework of the development of China’s modern and 















historical status appraisal of his thoughts. 
Although the liberalism thoughts of Shen Congwen do not have a far reaching 
influence, it deserves a place in modern and contemporary thoughts history for its 
uniqueness and enjoys relatively high reputation in modern and contemporary literary 
history. The research of Shen Congwen’s liberalism thoughts can not only help 
understand the rationality and core essence of his thoughts and the influence of such 
thoughts on his literary writings, but also provide a case study for us to understand the 
development route and fate of modern and contemporary liberalism intellectuals. 
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